In 1605, not content with having found key positions at court for his favourite Scottish physicians, some of whom were known Paracelsians, James VI of Scotland and I of England ensured their acceptance as members of the London College of Physicians by having the College statutes altered." As a Scot (and therefore a foreigner), Thomas Craig, James's chief physician during his Scottish reign, should have been automatically excluded, and the Comitia of the College, which met on 3 January 1605 to discuss, among other matters, the eligibility of Craig for membership, duly explained its predicament to James.# His reply was unequivocal :
level charlatans who could rely on powerful backing could snap their fingers at the College '."" And in his discussion of the case of Francis Anthony, Clark notes ' there were decisions [by the College] to prosecute him in 1612 and in 1616 but apparently nothing came of them … [and] the chemical empiric seems to have gone on his way unmolested, perhaps because of his powerful friends '."# Clark's brief observations are valuable in that they introduce the problems raised by those whom he called empirics. But they also suggest that there is nothing more to be said about what appear to be straightforward cases of the kind of royal and noble patronage which characterized the period. In particular Clark's broad use of the term ' empiric ' seems to make no distinction between the most formally ignorant cunning men and wise women, practising on street corners and in hovels, and others like Leonard Poe and Francis Anthony, who counted royalty and nobility amongst their patients. It is precisely the distinction between types of ' empiric ', and who did or did not fall into this category, which was in the process of being negotiated. Patronage made a vital contribution to decisions about whose physic and practice would be legitimized by the receipt of official College recognition, and whose would not.
Indeed, because formally organized scientific institutions have more usually (and rightly) been seen as products of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the relationship between individuals and the College of Physicians (the significant forerunner of later institutions) has been given little consideration. As it intended to do, the College had a profound, but by no means immediate or widespread, effect upon the organization of medical provision in early modern England. But despite its loyalty to orthodox Galenic physic it played a key (if to an extent unintentional) role in the introduction of chemical and\or Paracelsian medicines which many considered heterodox and dangerous. And of particular significance to my thesis generally, the activities of the College as a body anxious to protect its statutory powers and privileges inevitably challenged the very nature of patronage itself. Moving on from Clark's perception and interpretation of the ' empiric ' problem reveals the nature and extent of the tensions between an emerging institution, the interests of powerful patrons, the career strategies of their clients, and the effect upon the legitimization of heterodox medical cures. It is these multi-faceted, interlinked and complex aspects of patronage which are introduced in this paper.
THE ORIGINS OF PATRONAGE AND ITS CONTINUING INFLUENCE
The origins of patronage can be traced back to the feudal structures of the Middle Ages, when few were ' free ' and allegiance to others in an intensely hierarchical system was central to the functioning of society. Contributing to change in what nevertheless remained a primarily rural and agrarian society were significant population increases, the growth of towns, the rise of a middling social order, of commerce and trade, and a recognition of the need for governance in the localities. Such changes brought with them considerably altered perceptions of the monarch : no longer the first among an e! lite of equals, the king was, quite simply, first ; a great lord to whom was owed a duty of loyalty and obedience by all."$ Starkey has shown how increasing absolutism, encouraged by the Eltham Ordinances of 1526, restricted access to the king's presence and person by separating the ceremonial aspects of court life from the personal,"% and created what Geoffrey Elton has described as an intense desire for ' sight of the royal face [among] people … who wished to advance their causes '."& For it was the monarch who ultimately held the gift of favour and patronage, but who was, significantly, ' guarded ' by an increasingly powerful and influential entourage of political e! lites and personal favourites. Thus, as Levy-Peck and Biagioli have shown, the harnessing and harvesting of a prince's power and generosity, and the ability to shape the lives and fortunes of others lay largely in the hands of a select few and radiated from them." ' For those prospective clients who sought the favour of powerful royal intermediaries it was necessary to master the skills which might lead to opportunities to engage in selffashioning, accessible and achievable only through the increasingly complex system of patronage networks, which ended, but, because of the nature of patronage, by no means began, with the prince."( All such clients, and indeed their prospective patrons, would have been familiar with the culture of manners and mores characteristic of courtiers and court life which had given rise to the literary genre of the ' mirror ' book, essential reading for the would-be courtier.") These books afford a unique insight into contemporary concerns. In many respects they are highly topical : for example, James I, who is known to have been familiar with one of the most famous, Castiglione's Il Cortegiano (The Courtier) must have enjoyed an allusion to the prince which was made in magnetic terms. The prince's demeanour, Castiglione tells us, must be such that he ' may draw unto him the eyes of the lookers on as the Adamant stone doth Yron '."* Within the pages of the mirror books the aspiring courtier discovered the behavioural, sartorial, linguistic and literary accoutrements essential to the advancement of his career, and to the fashioning of his courtly or ' professional ' persona. These guides covered every possible aspect of courtly behaviour : language, dress, dance, manners, gift-giving and, above all, one's place in the complex structure of the court. Common to them all was the acknowledgement that the prince was ' a never-ending source of reward, the earthly embodiment of God, who was the original spring or well head, the fountain of life and justice '.#! There was little doubt who headed this strictly hierarchical world, and little doubt of the importance of correct procedure. For just as there was a right and a wrong way to address God, so there was a right and a wrong way to approach a prospective patron. The direct approach was impossible, ruled out by an intricate pecking-order of intermediaries, or brokers, and of gift-giving through which all the niceties were correctly and punctiliously observed. Such complex court customs encouraged that most elaborate and extravagant form of gift-giving and flattery, the court masque, which reached a climax of beauty and complexity under James I, but which all but disappeared with the outbreak of the Civil War in 1640.#" Whilst the huge expense incurred by the court masque indicates the lavishness of a highly material gift, the sentiments expressed entered the realm of the intellectual and serve as an important reminder that gifts were not always strictly material in nature ; an intellectual gift might be equally welcome and equally effective in achieving much more than mere flattery. It could also give a considerable boost in status, not only to the social standing and intellectual credibility of the prospective client, but also to the would-be patron who, by accepting such a gift publicly, recognized its intellectual importance, whilst advertising his or her intelligence and discernment. As Biagioli has shown, from the point of view of the acceptance or rejection of ideas, patronage could, and did, effect significant shifts in opinion about the importance or worthiness of an epistemological discipline, a world view, belief system, or practice.## All the parties involved understood that the process was complex, ritualistic, highly structured and full of risk ; and all understood the enormous benefits when the process ran smoothly.
It was precisely through the giving of material and, importantly, intellectual gifts that the heterodox client\physicians of the late Elizabethan and early Jacobean courts emerged ; some of great fame and eminence, others afforded little more than a footnote in the history of science and medicine. Significantly the medical practices of James's favoured physicians often challenged the authority of the College of Physicians, for within a very few years of ascending the English throne, the King's favourite Scottish physician, Thomas Craig, was joined by others who shared not only his Paracelsian natural philosophy, but also his membership of a significant European network of like-mindedly heterodox physicians.
The most illustrious was Theodore Mayerne, who arrived in England in 1610 to take up his post as physician to King James. A Protestant, born in 1573 in Geneva, and a graduate of Montpellier University in 1597, Mayerne had been appointed physician in ordinary to King Henri IV in 1598. His Apologia. In qua videre est inviolatis Hippocratis & Galeni legibus, remedia Chymici preparata, tuto usupare posse was published at La Rochelle in 1603. It is a spirited defence of his former tutor Joseph Duchesne (Quercetanus), which appeared after the latter's work had been condemned by the outraged medical faculty at the University of Paris. Having himself been censured by the Paris faculty, Mayerne's reputation was rescued by his royal patron who snubbed the e! lite squabblers by heaping 20 Levy-Peck, op. cit. (16) The dispensing of favour at the outset of James's reign appears at first glance to have bordered on the profligate, particularly as compared with his predecessor. But this apparently excessive generosity was due partly to a wish to mitigate the parsimony of Elizabeth, which had generated a ready-made but unrequited market for social aspiration, and partly to a desire to establish the new king's Scottish entourage in favourable positions at court.
The College of Physicians' reluctance to admit the ' foreigner ' Craig was, I believe, an indication not only of the antipathy towards Scottish courtiers and favourites which was characteristic of the early part of James's reign in England, but also of the College's suspicion of the credentials of foreigners.#' Craig's was a case of direct intervention by the King in favour of a well-established and favoured client, and in this respect by no means unique, as we shall see when the cases of Leonard Poe and Francis Anthony are considered. However, other dealings of the College with patrons less elevated than the King (although of noble birth and high standing at court) were to run less smoothly. They provide evidence of the considerable tensions and conflict of interest between College and Court. But before turning to them it will be useful to explain the nature and structure of the late sixteenthand early seventeenth-century London College of Physicians.
THE LONDON COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
The London College of Physicians was founded in 1518 by Thomas Linacre,#( partly in response to an exceptionally severe outbreak of plague and sweating sickness,#) and partly in recognition of the chaotic nature of medical provision in the capital city. The fact that it had little immediate effect upon either should not be interpreted as a lack of determination : its foundation represented nothing less than an attempt to control the Accordingly, the prospective practitioner first became a candidate for the Licentiate, for which he was examined by the College three times. It is clear from the Annals that considerable numbers of those applying for the Licentiate did not hold an MD, and it is important to remember that this was not a statutory requirement for those applying for licensing. Oxford or Cambridge MDs were almost certain to be admitted although, despite having been licensed by their university, they were, like everyone else, required to pass the College examinations if they wished to set up business in London. Fellows of the College, who were of course Licentiates, were required to have accumulated four years' experience in the practice of physic before they were eligible for Fellowship. The ruling body consisted of eight Elects, who were required to hold MDs and to be of English nationality. They were ' [Fellows] whose function was to start the process which brought the other officers into being ' and to choose the President.#* Two Consiliarii (chosen from among the Elects) existed to break any voting deadlocks which might occur between President, Elects and the Censors, of whom there were four. The Censors' duty was to sit in Comitia with the President (and any Fellow who so wished) to hear cases of malpractice and\or examine prospective candidates for membership of the College.
Apart from the Craig problem, and the insistence upon English Elects, the College's mistrust of foreigners is further suggested by the 1606 amendment to the statutes dealing with the incorporation of foreign degrees at English universities. Incorporation meant that a possible ' short-cut ' route to College membership for foreigners, or those who had studied abroad, perhaps in universities which supported Paracelsian natural philosophy, was effectively blocked. Despite incorporation, foreign candidates were required to be examined no differently, nor less leniently, than their English MD-holding counterparts.$! However, statutory power and elaborate mechanisms were one thing, the ability to enforce authority effectively quite another.$" The usual reasons given for the problem of enforcement are the College's limited geographical jurisdication and its existence within a seething medical market-place of apothecaries, barbers, surgeons, alchemists, astrologers, tooth-drawers, wise women, cunning men and witches, all of whom were catering for a huge market of consumers whose needs could not be met by licensed practitioners alone.$# The College's corporate fidelity to Galenic medicine was doggedly pursued amid the turmoil, and the appearance of physicians who used chemical, Paracelsian, or otherwise unorthodox remedies can have done little to ameliorate the chaos as the College perceived it. The relatively new prospect of achieving social status through the medium of the professions only added to the problem, and the recorded proceedings reveal a good deal about the concerns of the College as a nascent professional body, anxious to establish and maintain an as yet uncertain social standing, whilst preserving and defending traditional Galenic medicine. As Birken observes, ' desperately … the physician was attempting to establish himself at the top of [a] mountain of medical rivals '.$$ The methods employed by early modern healers, including those who held MDs, were, of course, not always strictly Galenic, and the Annals record many meetings which were taken up with hearing cases not only of quacks and empirics accused of ignorance and incompetence, and of doctors accused of practising without a licence, but also of legitimate, licensed doctors who used spurious methods. Certain cases show that the use of new medical texts, as opposed to the venerable classical canons so despised by Paracelsus, was becoming more common. These, as well as ' Englished ' Latin texts, were perceived as a threat to the learned image of physic and physicians ; an indication of the tensions which existed between the ' pfounde sad and discrete groundlie lerned and deplie studied in physick '$% university-trained physician, and the ' cozening quacksalver, or urine-monging empiric '$& with his or her quick-fix ' commodities prepackaged, brandlabeled, and sold throughout the realm for a fixed price '.$' As Harold J. Cook has observed : ' It took knowledge and skill in natural philosophy for a physician to be able to give advice on how an individual's unique temperament ought to be balanced against an ever-changing nature so as to retain harmony and health. '$( The contrast between this and a universal remedy pulled from the medicine chest of a travelling quack could hardly be greater.
Interestingly, the briefer cases recorded in the Annals not only indicate that the power of patronage may be added to the forces arrayed against the authority of the College, they also demonstrate the contingent problems it encountered ; those which go beyond unlicensed or illicit practice and involve infringement of the type of education and demeanour required of the physician. Indeed at times it appears that it was this rather than any significant difference in the choice of cures which concerned the College. However, among its conservative members the use of chemical medicines, redolent of Paracelsian natural philosophy, caused considerable alarm. The Annals are rich with examples : Aurum Potabile, believed to be a universal panacea, and antimony, a metallic vomitory and purgative thought to be highly toxic, were believed to be responsible for many more deaths than cures. The indiscriminate use of purgatives by the ignorant was considered extremely dangerous ; blood letting was a surgeon's job and therefore beneath the dignity of the physician ; and uroscopy was considered no better than trickery. Whilst Cook has illustrated ' how important patronage could be in establishing a good practice for physicians ',$) just how significant the lack of patronage could be is emphasized by looking at the many cases in the Annals which, because of their brevity, illustrate the point. Because, for whatever reason, those accused apparently could not produce patrons to defend them, their cases end almost as soon as they begin, and occupy only a few lines in the records.
Among the many for whom no patron stepped forward was Peter Pemel who was accused of being ' completely ignorant of medicine and discourteous and insolent in answering '. It was ' unanimously decided that both on account of his boorish insolence and evil illicit practice he should be put in prison '.$* Others (including Dr Hood who, rather asking for trouble, ' confessed that he had not read Galen because he could not be greatly esteemed ') were censured for their use of ' neoterie ', new texts which were either written in English or had been translated from an often recent Latin original.%! The use of such texts posed a serious problem, compromising as they did both the learned image of the College and its members, and the authority of the Galenic texts upon which that learning was based. It also made the knowledge of certain cures and medicines accessible to unlearned people, and at a time of increasing concern for ' professionalism ' this must have been a very worrying development.
Dr Eyre, prosecuted for practising without a licence (although he held an MD from Leiden) and for using substances which the College considered dangerous or spurious in nature, appeared before the College in 1614 and underwent ' a very lengthy examination in which he made use of a language very like Latin … [and] did not give satisfaction '.%" Clearly his language was very unlike Latin, the mastery of which was considered one of the defining characteristics of the learned physician, and the lack of which immediately alerted the College to the possibility of quackery. Eyre's case ends inconclusively but is nevertheless significant for absence of visible patrons, which either he lacked or who were not powerful enough to influence events. If this was so it raises not only the problem of the consequences of ineffective patronage brokerage, but also, for members of the College, a potential conflict of loyalties.
Ineffective brokerage may have been the result, owing to the complexities of the system, of a client having little or no personal contact with his patron ; for merely being a physician in the household of a patron was substantially less important than being physician to a patron. And in many cases the brokers or intermediaries may have had much to gain (the fall of a rival, for example) by not fulfilling their function. Leaving a colleague to face the College unsupported must surely have been an extremely effective way of being rid of one physician too many in the household of a relatively minor patron.
As practising physicians, the College ' judges ' were also clients themselves, often of one or more court patrons ; yet each member also had a loyalty to the institution to which he belonged and whose (Galenic) authority he was anxious to promote and protect. The problem of dual loyalty, to College and to patron, is amply illustrated in the Annals of the College, and indeed because patrons not uncommonly had more than one doctor, some members of the Comitia found themselves in difficult situations.
For example, an embarrassed Thomas Moffet found himself in the uncomfortable position of having to censure the quack physician of his own patron, the Earl of Essex. Moffet's admission to the College had been delayed for a considerable length of time, owing to his overt and unrepentant Paracelsianism,%# and to his indignant letter to the College of July 1584 in which he accused the Comitia of deliberately admitting others before him. The letter deeply offended the censors, its ' tone … not [being] as courteous as it should be '.%$ In 1595, as a member of the Comitia, Moffet caused more discomfort with his notorious opinion at the trial of the empiric, Powell, that diseases ' are cured not by speech and letters but by experience '.%% Despite these early difficulties Moffet's impressive court connections clearly served him well. Having obtained an MD at Basle in 1578, which was later incorporated at Cambridge, Moffet was appointed physician to both Elizabeth and James, and his medical and intellectual connections included Sir Francis Drake and Sir Philip Sidney. In Denmark his association with Tycho Brahe, Petrus Severinus and James's physician Thomas Craig, placed him firmly within Paracelsian networks at the European courts.%& However, the lengthy and better-documented cases of Leonard Poe and Francis Anthony reveal in more detail the influence of highly placed patrons, and the crucial role they might play in the fortunes of an aspiring court physician. For with the assistance of his patrons, Leonard Poe successfully defied the authority of the College for over twenty years. Poe was the recipient of noble and then royal patronage, and despite the best efforts of the College to be rid of him, he was admitted as a Fellow of the College and even went on to become a Censor and MD.
THE CASE OF LEONARD POE
Poe's (sometimes spelled Po) first appearance in the Annals is dated 5 December 1589. Between that date and 1609, he made dozens more appearances in the records, each of which confirms that he was not going to be easy to control and that the College held him in the deepest contempt. Following his initial appearance, the College's judgement, given on 18 December 1589, was that Poe was ' ignorant and completely unlearned in every respect … and [he was] forbidden to practice '.%' Had Poe suffered the fate of many others who appeared before the Comitia without the support of patrons the case might have ended there and his name have been heard no more. However, Poe's patrons stepped forward and the Annals record that at ' the intervention of Mr. North and that most noble man the Earl of Essex on his behalf [Poe was] excused the payment of all fines for his previous practice '.%( The ban, it should be remembered, applied only to London and seven miles around.
On 18 May 1590 Poe appeared before the Comitia again, this time described as a ' deacon of Lincoln ' (in which case he may already have possessed what in the eyes of the College would have been a limited licence to practise, issued to him by the diocese of Lincoln) seeking ' a licence to practise in the French disease, in fevers and in rheumatism '.%) In applying for such a licence Poe was dutifully abiding by the College statutes, but the College was unimpressed, perhaps because the treatment of venereal diseases was usually the preserve of surgeons. ' He was examined ', the Annals tell us, ' and found to be a completely ignorant man '. However, ' at the instance [sic] and petition of certain people his previous illegal practice was overlooked and the fine due was remitted on condition that he did not practise any part of medicine in the future '.%* It was during the next meeting of the Comitia, on 30 June 1590, that problems arose for Thomas Moffet. It was ' held in Dr. Muffett's house after a splendid feast ' and ' a letter from the Earl of Essex on behalf of Leonard Poe was read '.
The letters exchanged between the College and Essex are worth quoting at length as not only do they indicate the interests, frustrations and tensions of both parties, they also illustrate the risky nature of patronage brokerage. The Earl's letter opens with the customary formal greetings and continues :
At the earnest request of some good freends, I entertained not long ago, this Bearer Mr. Po to be one of my phisitions, since which Time, I heare that he hath been molested and often called in question by you for his privat practising vpon his freends, and some matters (which have been vntruely suggested) laid to his charge.&! Clearly, if the Earl was aware of the College statutes (which is uncertain) he did not think they applied to physicians who practised privately on their friends. He continues :
Whereof I vnderstand he hath and can discharge himself by very good proof as also that his sufficiency, for the cures of diuers diseases hath manie ways appeared, by soondrie good testimonies.
As of March 1590 the only testimonies recorded in the Annals on Poe's behalf are those of Mr North, Mr Oliver ' the Earle of Essex's man ', Captain Bradbone, Mrs Gournie, Mr Ward and Mr Pemberton. In addition, he had cured conditions such as loss of hearing, ' gonorrhe ', melancholy, the falling sickness and various fevers. The Earl continues :
These are therfore to very earnestly to praie you that you will not only to ceasse to trooble him hereafter, for emploieng his skill and trauell to the benefit and good of freends, who have a particular desire to deale with him : But also to graunt him such Toleration : as yow haue in like cases geven to some of lesse experience and desert, and I shall accompt my self much beholding to yow for the same.&" Just what constituted a ' Toleration ' is not clear from the Annals, but it may have been some kind of de facto ' private ' licence which the College was able to issue at its discretion.
The Earl clearly believed that this was so, or perhaps was informed by Poe that it was ; however, the Annals are remarkably silent about other cases in which similar ' Tolerations ' were granted, and indeed describe the existence of any such licence as a ' manifest vutruth ' It seems that Poe, knowing Moffet to be a favoured client of the Earl, was prompted to ask him to act as an intermediary between himself and the College. By his actions as a patronage broker, Moffet had not only declared his interest in the career of Leonard Poe, and his opinion of him as a physician (' his sufficiency '), but had also passed his opinion on to the President, something which the Earl, not unreasonably, thought might influence the decision of the College. Moffet's action as a broker and client of the Earl, compromised his allegiance to the College, and caused embarrassment not only to him but to the College President and Comitia. He may have been relieved that they had dined so splendidly before reading the letter. A reply, dated the same day, was duly sent from the College to the Earl of Essex :
Right honourable and verie good Lord. It hath pleased your honour to write vnto us in the behalf of Leonard Po for his quiet practise and Tolleration in physick. And for that we perceaue by your Lords letter there hath been a moste vntrue Information deliuered unto you as well touching the man : as also of our proceeding towardes him and the like : We are humblie to intreat your honor that it would please you to reseaue a truth by this our Testimoniall sent from the whole body of the College. Touching the man, for that we were willing in regard of your Lord to have shewed him what favour we coold, so far foorth the other wholsome laws of this Realme, made for the preseruation of her Maiesties subiects in that behalfe : or the due regard of our oth and conscience woold have permitted : we caused him to be called to our ordinary examinations wherein in very truth we found him so vtterly ignorant and vnfurnished not only in all the partes of Physick : but also in all other knowledge there vnto appertaining, as vpon our credit we never remember so weak a man to have appeared before us.
Thus far the College asked nothing of the Earl other than he heed their opinion of Poe based upon their examination of him. They invoke not only the ' wholesome laws of this Realme ' but also their ' oth and conscience ' as physicians and point out that Poe has not been subjected to any questioning other than ' ordinary examinations '. That they ignore the request for Poe to be allowed ' quiet [that is, private] practise ' is an indication of the seriousness of the College's attempt to monitor and regulate the practice of medicine in London, wherever and however it was carried out. It also suggests that no such thing as a ' Toleration ' existed. The letter continues :
And albeit Mr. Muffet in respect of his dutie to your Lord had before indeed something delt with vs in his behalf by letter : Yet being present at his examination and hearing his unexpected weakness in so meane matters as were propounded vnto him : was very much abasshed and sorie, that he had been woon to deale in so bad a matter.
Having run the risks of patronage brokerage, which must have been included among his ' dutie[s] ' to the Earl, and emerged rather the worse for wear, Moffet, ' abasshed and sorie ' was nevertheless rescued by his senior colleagues, who perhaps found his conduct not unsurprising given his opinion on the matter of the empiric, mentioned above. The letter continues, indignantly confirming the College's opinion of Poe by revealing that he had lied in order to further his cause :
Touching our selues and our dealings, Whereas the said Po, hath insinuated to your Lord that we have graunted the like Tolleration in the like cases, to some of lesse experience, and desert then him self : We coold wish that the man had rather vsed any other meanes to have furthered his Ignourance and weaknes, then so muche to have abused so honourable personage with so manifest vntruthes.&% What impresses about the remainder of this reply is that whilst still insisting upon Poe's ' Ignourance and weaknes ' and expressing horror and outrage at the abuse of ' so honourable personage ' as the Earl, the College's overiding concern is to remind Essex of its professional and legal standing, and its statutory right to examine and fail Poe. They refer again to their oath (' the straightness of our oth ') as physicians, and appeal to the ' good and discreet ' Lawes of the Realme which ' haue provided … that … none suche [as Poe] shoold be permitted '. And whilst invoking the power of the Statutes of the College, they come very close to telling the Earl to mind his own business : ' we most humblie beseech your honour to pardon us : and leaue the matter to the good order and discreet coorse of our Lawes … in all matters meerly remaying in our power '. And concealed as indignation at Poe's effrontery is their astonishment that Essex should have chosen ' so vtterly ignorant ' an individual for his physician.
After two years of attrition, during which a further letter was sent from the Earl, which ' tooke … little effect '&& judging by the steadfast refusal of the College to license Poe, the outcome was, however, a triumph for patronage. Aided by the Earl, Poe marshalled his forces and a copy of the following letter was sent to the College :
Whereas we haue receauid sufficient testimony from diuers gent and others of qualitie, of the excellent knowledge which Leonard Po : a Practisioner in Phisick hath by long endevour and experience attained vnto : and of the fortunat successe wherewith god hath blessed him in curing manie greefs and daungerous Diseases, which some of the like qualitie maligning indevour to inhibit and impeach his honest trauels vndertaken by him for the perservation of her Maiesties subiectes in health and strength of their bodies. Whereof also there appeareth verie honourable aprobation. Thies are to require you, and everie of you to whome it maie in any sort appertaine to permit and suffer the said Leonard Poe quietlie to exercise the said practise of Phisick, that those good parts wherewith he is endued, maie not be obscured, but that he maie vse the same to his owne commendacion and the benefit of such as shall haue need of his assistance. Whereof you maie not faile, as you, and everie of yow will answer to the contrary at your utmost perill. From the Court at Whitehall, the last of Februarie 1592. To the whole College and Societie of Phisitions, within the citie of London, or els where : and to all Maiors, Sherifes, Justices of the peace, Bailiefies, Constables Hedboroughs and to all others her Maiesties officers, Ministers and louing subiects to whome it shall appertaine :
and to everie of them.
Neither the remarkable threat in the closing remarks of this letter, nor its elevated recipents, were yet sufficient to deflect the College in its dogged course of action. Having examined Poe yet again and found him ' completely ignorant ' an unnamed Fellow of the College was sent to the Earl's house with its reply so that he ' could more fully explain the case of the College to his lordship '.&( To no avail. Essex persisted in his patronage of Poe, which indeed, over the years was shared by other eminent court figures : Francis Bacon,&) the Earl of Suffolk, the Earl of Salisbury (whose deathbed Poe attended) and the Earls of Southampton and Northampton.&* He also attended the last illness of the great musician Orlando Gibbons and performed the post-mortem.'! During Poe's protracted and acrimonious relationship with the College many accusations of malpractice were brought which would have finished a man with lesser, or no patrons. In 1598 he was accused of causing the death of ' one Scull ' through the administration of so violent a purgative that the man died of ' vomiting and scouring '.'" And in 1601 he was ' blamed for the untimely death of a certain young noble man named Allen, to whom he had given some medicine '.'# Despite these and other offences, and its considerable formal statutory authority, the College was unable to resist the power of the court and Poe's rise was assured.
In 1606 he was issued with a general licence to practise, whereupon, taking his new duties extremely seriously he accused one ' Owen, a surgeon, of illicit and bad practice '.'$ By 1609 Poe had become not only a Fellow of the College but a royal physician ; the signatories to the letter of recommendation for his Poe's case is by no means unique, although it is one of the most spectacular and lengthy, and his list of patrons among the most impressive. Indeed the College, Poe's patrons and Poe himself must be congratulated for their tenacity over so a long period of time ! The second case, that of Francis Anthony, was of a shorter duration, but characterized equally impressively by patrons who were more than willing to protect their favoured client and the physic he offered.
THE CASE OF FRANCIS ANTHONY
By 1609-10 Anthony was widely famed for his use of Aurum Potabile, a substance banned by the College. Yet his eminent patrons had written many glowing testimonials about their favourite physician, extolling both him and his wonder cure. Collected together, the testimonials form a substantial part of his book of 1616 The Apologie, or Defence of a Verity Heretofore Published Concerning a Medicine Called Aurum Potabile … in which he describes and defends Aurum Potabile as a universal panacea.
Anthony first appeared before the Comitia in 1600, ' A Master of Arts from Cambridge for twenty-six years [he] had practised medicine here in London for six months : he had cured twenty or more suffering from various diseases. He had given them both vomitory and purgative potions : on account of which either the condition or the disease vanished. He confessed however that he had no licence and authority to practise. He was asked to attend the next Comitia when he would hear more. This he willingly promised to do. ''( Appearing before the Comitia in November 1600, Anthony confessed that he had ' given a diaphoretic medicine prepared from Gold and Mercury ' to his patrons the Lord High Chamberlain, Sir John Spencer and Sir Anthony Paulet. ' He was questioned in all parts of medicine but in all he was found to be very weak and ignorant. He was absolutely forbidden to practise. '') Having ignored the ban, Anthony, offending ' against our statutes [Anthony] in unseeming termes … and rid [him] hence contrary to the will of the patient '. They then abandoned the Aurum Potabile and resumed their own choice of cure which included ' cooling, or astringent, or otherwise qualified syrups or electuaries ' which were to prove fatal.)& Having intervened, however unwillingly, in the treatment of a patient not his own, Anthony knew he had breached professional etiquette, but he soon found himself called upon to face the much more serious accusation of having brought about Cary's death through his use of Aurum Potabile. The case was brought against him by the two aggrieved physicians who, according to Anthony, fearing that they might be accused of the death of their patient, had ' be[thought] themselves of some strategem to avoid the imputation imminent '.) ' A trial was set up, the exact nature of which cannot be determined owing to the loss, in the Great Fire of London, of the College's Book of Examinations, in which it was recorded. Consequently we only have Anthony's version of events, but again it would seem that the intervention of no less a person than the King himself was to ensure that elevated patronage would guarantee the successful outcome of a highly contentious issue and protect an individual the College felt to be disreputable and detrimental to its corporate image. Anthony tells us :
His Maiestie also had commanded 4 honourable persons to be present at the College in the hearing and debating of these actions now in question : that is, the right honourable the Lord Kneuet, Sir Henry and Sir Philip Cary knights, bretheren of Sir Adolph deceased, and Sir William Godolphin knight ; who finding it fully proved, how I found him [the patient] (in an agony of death) how I left him (in good temper) how the other Doctors received him (in very good case for that disease) how they left him (dead,) truly reported the whole matter to the King's Maiestie as indeede it was. What his Maiesties censure then was herein, and on whom he would lay this imputation of his [Cary's] death, may easily be conjectured out of the manifestations of the cause.)( Because of the destruction of the Book of Examinations we do not know what became of the two physicians who accused Anthony ; however, it is probably safe to assume that Anthony continued to practise, certainly among his noble patrons. His name appears once or twice more in connection with the use of Aurum Potabile, and it is interesting to note that in 1614, between the publication of his Medicinae chymicae and the Apologie Anthony's use of the substance led to decisions being taken which would affect the future of the apothecaries. He used Aurum Potabile to cure ' the theologian Dr. Sanderson ' who had subsequently (although whether consequently is not recorded) died. Anthony's action led the College to discuss whether in taking a firm stand against empirics it would be preferable to approach the King, the most important Councillors and Judges of the Kingdom, or to present a petition to Parliament … It was decided that in a matter of such importance that they should take counsel and that the President, Sir William Paddy, Dr. Atkins, Dr. Lister, Dr. Argent, Dr. Harvey. Dr. Clements, and Dr. Goulson should pursue the matter as soon as they could. For the cause of the trouble was increasing.))
The eventual outcome was to be the separation of the apothecaries from the Grocers' Company, as clearly the complicity of the apothecaries in supplying empirics with their needs was perceived to be at the heart of the problem.)* As for the specific problem of Anthony, his name disappears from the Annals after 1616, although whether from the attentions of the College is not known.
CLIENTAGE
Although there are significant differences between the cases of Poe and Anthony (Poe successfully became a Fellow of the College and a royal physician, whilst Anthony unsuccessfully sought licensing and recognition of the value of Aurum Potabile) the crucial place of patronage in the fortunes of both physicians cannot be doubted, and interesting features of patronage, clientage and the fortunes of the London College of Physicians emerge. For example, it becomes clear that a patron, such as the Earl of Essex, was just as likely to patronize a Moffet as a Poe. Whilst the co-existence in the same household of Poe, an alleged quack and apparently a liar, and Moffet, esteemed for his noble connections and membership of the College, might appear contradictory, one possible explanation is that they were, at these different stages of their careers, fulfilling very different functions of clientage. For just as there were differing ' ranks ' or ' grades ' of patron, so clients brought with them varying attractions and abilities. This introduces an important aspect of patronage which is, I believe, unique to medicine.
Not only was the patron a patron, he or she was also a patient, and as such placed in an extremely vulnerable position vis-aZ -vis the client. For example, however close the relationship between, say, Galileo and Cosimo de Medici, Galileo would never have been called upon to make intimate and vital examinations of his patron's body. So whilst early modern London-based physicians clearly needed the patronage of eminent court clients in order to progress in their careers, courtiers found themselves having to reveal much which would normally have been strictly off-limits. The client\physician relationship, therefore, involved characteristic vulnerabilities, and possibilities, which were either wholly lacking or markedly less apparent in other forms of patronage.
Indeed Francis Bacon remarked about one of his favourite physicians, none other than Leonard Poe, that he (Bacon) was ' Aquainting [him]self with [his physician] as for [his] health and by him learning ye experimts wch he hath of physicke and gayning entrance into the inner of some great persons. '*! I take this to mean, not that Bacon was impressed by Poe's knowledge of the intestines of great people, but that he was impressed by the degree to which he was privy to his patient's personal, or perhaps more to the point here, state secrets. As R. Vigne has noted, there is evidence to suggest that during his association with the Huguenot leader Henri, Duc de Rohan, Theodore Mayerne may have acted as a political agent to the crown.*"
At the early stage of Poe's and Moffet's shared clientage, I would suggest that Moffet, whilst possibly providing satisfactory physic for the Earl and his household, chiefly fulfilled the function of the impressive client. For patrons at the late Elizabethan and early Jacobean courts concerned themselves with matters of medical heterodoxy in a very different way from the College of Physicians, and had the freedom to choose their physicians on other than a Galenic basis. Moffet's dealings with the alchemical Danish court and his membership of an important intellectual court fraternity in England clearly attracted considerable interest.
Poe, whilst clearly providing his patrons with an attractive, and presumably successful, form of medicine must surely, as he added to his list of high-born patrons, have steadily come to fulfil the function of an extremely desirable client. As he amassed his entourage of noble patrons Poe brought with him irresistable prestige, which stamped any new or prospective patron as discerning enough to patronize a physician highly prized by those in elevated positions at court. Little matter that Poe was for a considerable length of time a thorn in the side of the College, his patrons liked what he had to offer, whether that was impressive clientage, physic that worked, or both.
Indeed the College, despite its twenty-year battle with Poe, may have come to realize, pragmatically, that it was actually wiser to have him, as a royal physician, within the College rather than estranged from it. For whilst Poe's process of self fashioning included both the support of court patrons and a place within the College, the College's emerging professional image and corporate identity demanded that its members and Fellows be drawn from the better, educated ranks of society, however dubiously that status had been achieved.
Ritualistic and complex, yet characterized by an informality which clashed head-on with the formal powers of the College, patronage was nevertheless obliged to respond to challenges posed by the statutory authority of an early institution. By so doing it provided not only the stimulus needed to initiate change within that institution, but also an important vehicle by which heterodox methods of healing, which challenged the traditional image of physic and of physicians, were introduced, first into court circles, and thence into the common currency of medical practice.
